
While creative expression is a common component to all social movements, artists 
do not always see themselves as activists, and thus may not align themselves 
with the particular resources and services that they need. freeDimensional (fD) 
has identified and fills a gap in civil society by recognizing and supporting 
the arts and artists as important agents of social change. 

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION
Each year, hundreds of artists and culture workers are 
threatened for pursuing their ideas of social change. 
Threats and marginalization can take the form of violent 
attacks, censorship, criminal charges, harassment, impris-
onment, loss of employment, and physical threats (to self, 
family, neighbors or co-workers).

When the rule of law erodes (or has never formed) and the 
protective layers of civil society are stripped away due to 
contested elections, civil war, cross-border conflict, etc; 
when we know that journalists are fearful to give literal 
accounts of the impunity faced by their communities, 
then we also know that artists who bear witness to the 
societal condition will face danger. Sometimes these indi-
viduals need to physically move away from their homes 
and communities in order to escape danger.

fD engages artists and culture workers in distress, through 
direct services like Creative Safe Haven, resources including 
the Creative Resistance Fund and modes of engagement 
such as the Culture Worker Safety and Readiness Work-
shops/Consultations. There are two benefits to the process 
– at the macro level, this work serves as a bridge between the 
arts and human rights sector, and at the micro level, it pro-

vides direct support to frontline activists in the form of 
accommodation and community resources.  

FD BACKGROUND
freeDimensional (fD) advances social justice by hosting ac-
tivists in art spaces and using cultural resources to strength-
en their work. Since 2005, fD has helped over 200 artists 
doing courageous work benefitting their communities at 
the expense of their livelihoods, safety and free expression. 
fD has facilitated safe haven for artist-activists and culture 
workers during times of distress within art spaces and artist 
residency programs, as well as working with the administra-
tors of those spaces to develop comprehensive systems of 
support in their communities, in order to access support 
from other sectors, such as immigration and legal aid, 
healthcare, and psycho-social services.

fD stakeholders have included a cartoonist from Camer-
oon, a ceramicist from Zimbabwe, a photographer from 
Uzbekistan, a journalist from the Gambia, a playwright 
from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, a painter 
from the Druze community, a VJay from Afghanistan, an 
environmental defender from Mexico, street artists from 
Brazil and many more.
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fD offers a number of inter-related tools and services to 
support widespread capacity-building and awareness-
raising around the needs and issues of artists doing the 
work of activists. All of our tools and services are modu-
lar and customizable so that fD’s knowledge base can be 
advanced by and adapted to the realities we find in the 
communities with whom we work. Much of the work is 
delivered in phases as we believe that this kind of com-
munity engagement requires us to build relationships 
and understanding over time.  

All of these components of our work can be designed to 
be country-specific, regionally-focused, discipline-centered 

or grassroots exchange. Country-specific components 
are implemented in areas in which there is a particular 
urgency and increased repression or threat due to issues 
such as political instability or regime change.  Regionally-
focused components draw on commonalities (linguistic, 
cultural, or situational) to unite a range of culture workers 
from multiple countries in any given region. Discipline-
centered components address the specific needs in a cul-
tural field. Grassroots-exchange components bring 
together grassroots organizations across sectors to ad-
dress common dangers, creating dynamic platforms for 
traditionally underserved populations to forge long-last-
ing connections. 
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Creative Safe Haven ADVO-kit
The ADVO-kit is a print (and soon to be online) modular 
information resource including a collection of tactics, 
guidelines and protocols for providing safe haven and re-
source mapping for culture workers in distress.  It includes 
case histories, resources and context for understanding 
conflict and how artists find themselves in danger. The 
ADVO-Kit is comprised of several general information 
modules, implementation workbook modules and cus-
tomized region and discipline specific modules that will be 
generated and added through research and consultation.

Rapid Response Mechanism 
(Online Database and Case Management Tool)
Essentially an interactive online database (and an expan-
sion on fD’s existing website: http://freedimensional.org), 
the RRM will provide an interface into which an artist, 
arts administrator or rights defender can enter details of a 
case of a persecuted or at-risk artist.  Based on discipline, 
region, and other case details, users will draw upon an ar-
chive of all past cases, providing references for how similar 
cases were handled in the past, information on local, re-
gional and international resources and recommended 
courses of action.

freeDimensional’s Culture Worker Safety 
and Readiness Workshops
A new mode of engagement for freeDimensional’s artist 
safety initiatives, the Culture Worker Safety and Readiness 
Workshops are adaptable curriculum structures designed 
to provide training and support internationally for cul-
ture workers at risk due to their activist-based work. The 
CWSR Workshops serve as forums for the convening of 
artists, arts administrators, human rights defenders and 
funders—working in various disciplines and regions—to 
engage with fD’s approach and methodology to defending 
culture workers in distress, in the process facilitating infor-
mation sharing and collectively determining best practices 
for supporting artists within and amongst fD’s host part-
ners and networks, based on local and regional contexts.  

The CWSR workshop curriculum is delivered within the 
context of a multi-phase interaction that includes up to six 
customized phases: (Cost breakdowns for each phase are 
available on request)

 PHASE I: Discovery   

Identifying a place of emerging or ongoing conflict  
with culture workers at risk and analyzing the current sit-
uation with the intention of creating a dialogue about arts 
and activism in the region and any related risks or reper-
cussions. 1-4 weeks.

 PHASE II: Research 

Identifying local partners, determining who is currently 
active in supporting culture workers in distress, research-
ing political and cultural history and contemporary issues 
confronting and shaping the region or community, locat-
ing local resources including funding and spaces, and de-
termining specific needs such as translation and expertise. 
1-4 weeks.

 PHASE III: Assembling a Creative and  
 Organizational Team 

To work with fD in identifying themes, topics and partici-
pants and in developing customized workshop and confer-
ence (if desired). 1 week in region (can be combined with 
PHASE II:  Research.)

 PHASE IV: Regional Consultation 

The creative and organizational team work with a broader 
community of stakeholders to surface themes for, and the 
design and delivery of the workshop and conference (if 
desired). 2-3 days in region.

 PHASE V: CWSR Workshops/Conference on  
 Free Expression and Cultural Rights

Delivery of customized CWSR Workshop and related 
Conference on Free Expression and Cultural Rights (if de-
sired) including lectures, presentations, panels, perfor-
mances and exhibitions. 2-3 days in region.

 PHASE VI: Translation and Dissemination of  
 ADVO-kit 

Assembly, translation, publication and distribution of a 
customized ADVO-kit incorporating learning from the 
consultations to key partners for their use and for dissem-
ination through their respective networks. 



Creative Resistance Fund
The Creative Resistance Fund provides small distress 
grants to people in danger due to their use of creativity to 
fight injustice. The fund may be used to evacuate a dan-
gerous situation; to cover living expenses while weighing 
long-term options for safety; or to act on a strategic op-
portunity to affect social change.

Regional Artist Safety Network (RASN) 
Development
The development of RASNs involves identifying and en-
gaging target regions, conducting in-depth field and desk 
research and coordinating stakeholder consultations 

exploring cultural rights and artists’ safety; adapting and 
refining tools/methods for addressing obstacles to sup-
porting culture workers at risk through resource map-
ping, geopolitical mapping and training; and building 
structures and capacity to address obstacles to support-
ing culture workers at risk including establishing safe 
haven sites, resource networks, funding cohorts and 
workshop hubs.

North America Artist 
Safety Network

1. NYC Artist Resettlement
    Committee
2. Toronto Consultation

Mesoamerica Artist 
Safety Network

1. Oaxaca Consultation
2. Mexico City Consultation
3. Central America Consultations

South America 
Consultations

Africa Consultations

1. Harare
2. East Africa Consultations

Middle East/North Africa 
Consultations

Europe Consultations

1. Northern Ireland
2. International Cities of 
    Refuge Network 

Southeast Asia Artist 
Safety Network

1. Bangkok Consultation
2. Yogyakarta Consultation
4. Singapore Consultation

Eastern Europe/Balkans 
Consultations

1. Estonia
2. Trans Europe Halles

East Asia Consultations

South Asia Consultations

1. Sangam House
2. National Alliance of People’s
    Movements

  

Through 2016, fD will continue 
providing direct services to 
artists in distress globally, 
while concentrating energies 
on adapting, �ne tuning and 
delivering the Creative Safe 
Haven Advo-kit through 
consultations and workshops 
in key locations around the 
world. Consultations and 
workshops will be tethered to 
existing events / conferences / 
convenings when possible 
and are designed in the 
following formats to address 
speci�c contexts:

Region Speci�c
Country Speci�c
Discipline Speci�c
Situational
Grassroots Exchange

http://freedimensional.org

Note: Artist Safety Networks (red tabs) are activated. Consultations (dark grey tabs) are in development. 


